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§ 4 years
§ 1.2.2016 – 31.1.2020
§ 7.9 M€, 19 partners from
9 member states
•
•
•
•

5 SMEs
6 large companies
5 research institutes
3 universities
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intensity, mass productivity, carbon eﬃciency, and reaction mass
eﬃciency, please refer to Constable et al.7 All metrics are subject
to a trade-oﬀ between practicability and comprehensiveness.
In general, comprehensiveness increases as the metrics
move from assessments of single-reactions with stoichiometric
in- and outputs (e.g. atom economy18) towards multistep-reaction
assessments considering actual mass balances (e.g. E-factor19), i.e.,

material and energy are quantified. These in- and outputs
either connect processes as so-called economic flows, or are
exchanged between a process and the natural environment as
so-called elementary flows. All elementary flows are cumulated
Athens, 4th of October 2018
along the life cycle. Finally, these elementary flows are aggregated into various environmental impacts such as fossil
resource depletion, global warming, and toxicities.8
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LCA – Life Cycle Assessment

§ Selected
Questions
to be answered:
‘green’ metrics and their key characteristics

Table 1

•
Atom economy•
E-factor
•
•
EQ-factor
‘Green’ metric

What is the health
environmental impact of a process/product?
Key and
characteristics
Quantitative
metric
for shareof
of each
atoms that
endOperation?
up in the final product; computed from
Which are the impact
main
drivers
Unit
theoretical reaction;18 later expanded for multi-step syntheses (towards life-cycle approach)20
Amount ofhas
wastethe
(=everything
but product)
of product;
based on actual mass balance
Which Unit Operations
highest
impactperinamount
the flow
sheet?
including yield, use of catalysts, solvents, etc.;19 suitable for multi-step syntheses
(towards life-cycle approach)
…
Extension of E-factor to include unfriendliness Q of waste: EQ = E *Q with Q as ‘‘arbitrarily assigned

unfriendliness quotient’’; towards assessment of environmental impacts
§ LCA to use as a method
focussing
on minimizing
Holistic development
methodology: considerstool,
all in- and
outputs, considers
the entire life cycle;the
considers various
actual environmental impacts
environmental impact of products/processes.

Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)

19

8,9

Fig. 1 General concept of LCA: LCA takes into account the entire life cycle (left) from cradle (raw material extraction; first icon) to grave (final disposal;
last icon). For this life cycle, all flows exchanged with the natural environment are cumulated (center). These flows are then translated into environmental
EUROPEAN
impact categories
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Life Cycle Assessment
§ Objective:
• Identify relative impact of each unit operation
• Prioritise unit operation development
• Identify relevant input- and output flows at unit
operation level

Int J Life Cycle A

Fig. 4 Relative influence of life
cycle stages on concentrate and
special high-grade zinc
production
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imbalance.
Finally,
there was
afrom
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related to emissions to
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composition. The deviations for the mine and smelter regi
composition are 23 and 25 %, resulting in global represe
5
tiveness values of 77 and 75 %, respectively. The stu
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